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INTRODUCTION
Belgravia Gallery has brought together a collection of very talented painters and sculptors, all of whom are pleased
to offer commissions in their diverse styles to suit every taste and interior.

From Ian Thomson's classical bronze and marble portraits to Victor Egorov's stunning landscapes and Lesley
Thiel's striking horses, it is possible to own a piece of art personal to your family that can be passed from generation
to generation and enjoyed for many years. A portrait doesn't need to be formal or posed, it can be a fragment of a
face, a back-view, or can be of a landscape view from your favourite place. There are many different ways in which
a commission can take place and all of our artists are happy to work with the client to ensure a piece that exceeds

expectations.
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VICTOR EGOROV - LANDSCAPES
Commissions of your favourite city or your favourite landscape are available.
Classically-trained from the Academy of Fine Arts in St. Petersburg, Russia, Egorov is one of our finest living contemporary artists today. His
Realist style remains influenced by the traditional methods at the renowned Academy of Fine Arts and by the 19th Century Russian Masters such
as Korovin and Levitan, though his most favourite artist remains John Constable.
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CATHARINE KINGCOME
Catharine Kingcome is a professional painter whose work is in collections in England, Ireland, Germany and Japan. Born in Bristol in 1956, she
trained as a graphic designer at Bristol Polytechnic before working as a designer in London. In 1988, she completed a fine art course at Exeter College
of Art graduating with a BA Hons degree and exhibited with the Brotherhood of the Ruralists in 1991.

Catharine Kingcome’s narrative portrait commissions are in the artist’s words, ’not only a perfect likeness, but also tells a story about the person.
The pose and background can show their likes, loves, passions, hobbies, work, home, and personality, etc. Alternatively, it can be more symbolic
and mysterious. Each painting is special and unique, as is the person painted.’
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BEN DEARNLEY
Born in Salisbury, Ben Dearnley spent much of his life surrounded by music. His late father was an organist at St. Pauls Cathedral and Ben
spent his early years exposed to the majesty of music and sculpture of the highest order. This has been a major underlying influence for his work
as a sculptor.

He has been commissioned to sculpt a variety of unique and commemorative sculpture for corporate, public, and smaller personal works. His
major commissions include a stone sculpture, ‘The Gift’, which raised significant funds for The Prince’s Trust and has now been permanently
installed in Bath. Ben was also an official sculptor for the 2012 Olympic celebrations and his sculpture of Olympian, Mark Foster, has become a
legacy sculpture, permanently installed for the public on Southgate Street, Bath.

Ben is the ideal sculptor for a unique sculpture. We are happy to arrange a consultation to discuss commissions and Ben is open to collaborative
input from prospective clients to create a sculpture that is both personal and highly memorable.
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LINCOLN SELIGMAN
Following a career as a lawyer in the 1970s Lincoln Seligman went on to become an international name making sculptures and giant suspended
mobiles for atrium spaces in prime locations in Europe, USA and Asia. He is responsible for the world’s largest glass sculpture which hangs in
Swire’s Festival Walk building in Hong Kong.
His paintings can be found in many important public collections including the New York Public Library, European Parliament, The Royal Palace
Riyadh, Standard Chartered Bank, Flemings, Chanel and Laurent Perrier.
Commissions of your favourite wine bottle, your beloved pet, and portraits are available.
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LESLEY THIEL
Lesley is an internationally recognised, contemporary realist artist. Born in England, she studied at London University before moving to Europe and
later the United States. Working in oils, her paintings are particularly inspired by artists of the Victorian and Edwardian eras. Her work depicts
highly realistic subjects, but introduces elements of surrealism and the decorative arts to create highly symbolic paintings. In the tradition of art of a
bygone era, her works tell stories using the language of flowers, animals and settings to communicate a complex story. and imaginatively.
Lesley has been commissioned to paint intimate and narrative portraits, including a portrait of Paralympic Olympian and English equestrian,
Sophie Christiansen OBE [top left].
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IAN THOMSON
Ian Thomson has degrees in Architecture and Philosophy. He worked as an Architect in Africa and Asia concentrating on development
projects.
Commissions of portraits or full-body, your beloved pets, and bespoke designs are available. Ian Thomson works primarily in Portland
stone, Carrara marble, and bronze.
Major public sculpture include a 2.2 meter high Portland stone sculpture commissioned by the monks of Quarry Abbey of their patron saint,
St. Benedict, on the Isle of Wight. His most recent commission was for Slough Borough Council and is a commemorative WWI memorial
sculpture — based on the concept of an ‘eternal flame’ — in Slough.
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FLETCHER SIBTHORP
Fletcher was born in Hertfordshire and studied illustration at Kingston University.
Fletcher has painted several key figures in the world of dance, notably England’s Royal Ballet principals, Darcey Bussell, Sarah Lamb,
Miyako Yoshida, and Alina Cojocaru.
In the artist’s own words, ‘My portraits are not just to do with likeness but capturing the essence of the person. I visit the home and spend
time discussing the feel of the portrait, whether formal or informal, placement and type of the portrait, thoughts from the sitter and family
members. I choose poses and props I feel represent them, encouraging family members for feedback.’.
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We are happy to discuss any queries you may have regarding subject, style, budget, timescale, and artist.

Please contact us for more information:
0207 495 1010
Laura Walford: laura@belgraviagallery.com
www.belgraviagallery.com
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